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OPERATIONAL METHODS AND NEW IDENTITIES FOR POLYNOMIALS OF LAGUERRE
AND HERMITE TYPE

Riassunto
Si utilizzano metodi di natura operazionale per derivare nuove identità relative a famiglie di polinomi
associati a operatori che forniscono realizzazioni differenti del gruppo di Weyl. Le identità da noi prese
in considerazione forniscono formule di Nielsen generalizzate valide sia per famiglie di polinomi tipo
Hermite che di tipo Laguerre. Si dimostra come il formalismo proposto offra la possibilità di ottenere
ulteriori identità relative a polinomi a molti-indici e molte variabili.

Abstract
We exploit methods of operational nature to derive a set of new identities involving families
of polynomials associated with operators providing different realizations of the Weyl group.
The identities, we will deal with, extend the Nielsen formulae, valid for ordinary Hermite, to
families of Laguerre and Hermite like polynomials. It will also be shown that the underlying
formalism yields the possibility of obtaining further identities relativant to multivariable and
multi-index polynomials.

Key words: Operatori, gruppo di Weyl, polinomi speciali, Hermite, Laguerre
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OPERATIONAL METHODS AND NEW IDENTITIES

FOR POLYNOMIALS OF LAGUERRE AND HERMITE

TYPE

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of the monomiality principle t1 '3), a by product of the Lie group treatment of special

functions (4), has offered a powerful tool for studying the properties of families of special

functions and polynomials. Within the context of such a treatment, reviewed in a number of

recent papers ($-6), a polynomial pn(x) is said quasi-monomial (q.m.) if two operators P and

M exist and act on the polynomial as derivative and multiplicative operators respectively,
namely

(1)

In the case of the two variable Kampé de Fériet polynomials*^)

[f] - * ,
Hn{x,y) = ni X ^£j; = (-iJy-fHn(fj=), (2)

the P and M operators are respectively identified as



d_
dx

- 0)

According to what has been discussed in Refs. (5,6) if PQ(X) = 1, the polynomials pn(x) can

be constructed as

(4)

thus getting in the case of Hermite

(£f (5)(x + 2y £ ) " {1} = £ {fj(2yf Hn_s (x, y)(-£f {l} = Hn (x, y).
S—\J

The last identity is essentially the Burchnall operational formula, whose proof can be found in
the orginal paper (8), in Refs. (5,6) and in sec. (2), where the problem is treated in a wider
context.

According to the above definitions we also

H2n(x,y) = [x + 2y-g\ [x + 2yjA {1} = I }(2y)sHn_s(x,y)-fjHn(x,y) (6)
5=0

which, according to the identity:

—Hn (x, y) = (^7)7 ̂ n-s (•*> y) (7)

yields:

T^yOL _ (g)

An analogous procedure allows the derivation of the identities:



n,m] (n

2-i

(m

5=0

s\(2y)sHn_s(x,y)Hm_s(x,y)

H ( JCVW fxv) = n'm' f (~2y)n(xy)ti(xy) nm ^

(sV.(n-s)\ (9)

L _J J / ri,m\S rr /v , . \

(sy.(n-s)l(m-sy.

[n,m] =min(n,m)

which can be viewed as an extension of those derived by Nielsen^7), for the ordinary case (for
further comments see also Ref. (9)).

The Laguerre polynomials too, can be viewed as quasi-monomials and the relevant

characteristic operators are (5~6);

(10)

dx dx

with Dx
 1 being a negative derivative operator defined as:

Dx
na = a^-r,a = const.x n\

A (11)
~ 1 a

D~— = l.
x dx

Accordingly the Laguerre polynomials are specified as:

and their associated forms by:

4T W=(' - i
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with a being not necessarily an integer.

The use of the above identities has greatly simplified the derivation of a wealth of properties
concerning Laguerre and Laguerre-type polynomials. In this paper we will show that they can
be further exploited to infer Nielsen-like identities for polynomials of the Laguerre type too.

The paper consists of four sections. In Section 2 we will discuss higher oder Kampé de Fériet
Hermite polynomials and the associated identities, in section 3 we will consider the case of
Laguerre-type polynomials and section 4 is devoted to final remarks and comments on the
possible extensions of the method.

2. OPERATIONAL RULES AND mth ORDER HERMITE POLYNOMIALS

The two variable m* order Hermite polynomials are defined by the series^7)

H
L»iJ n—ms s^ i ) T (14)
5=0

and are q.m. under the action of the operators

(15)

The m'h order -m variable Hermite polynomials

(n-ms)\s\
5=0

are q.m. with characteristic operators
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m

s=2
—r

(17)

As a consequence of the fact that q.m.'s satisfy the identity

MP(pn(x)) = npn(x), (18)

we find that the above families of polynomials satisfy the differential equations

(19)

and

m
j - + *! Mm\xh....,xm) = nHim\xh....,xm). (20)

The following identity whose proof is given in Appendix, will be of noticeable importance for
the derivation of further properties of the m'h Hermite polynomials.

The extended Weyl identity writes

dxn y(«-D
n+\ ^^"-=0 (n-r)Kr+iy\dx (21)

with B, being a parameter. The use of the above relation allows the derivation of the following
generalized Burchnall identity

x + my -T-i
5=0

n (m-1) m(m-iy.y jm-l-r m 2

(22)

The above relation for m=3 specializes as
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2 n in'

£) = i*=0U,
(23)

An immediate application of these last relations is the derivation of the following Nielsen type

identity:

(24)

where:

Frn,s = H{m~l) m{m—\)\y dm-\-r

)! fa..m-1-r

\m-2

lr=O

(25)

The explicit form of the F^™ \x,y) polynomials can be evaluated fairly straightfowardly, in

the case m=2> we get indeed:

r=0
(j-2r)!r! (n-(2s-3r))!

(26)

A further application of the so far developed method is associated with the derivation of
generating functions of the type:

+ 0 0

(27)

Before discussing this specific aspect of the problem let us remind

h...,a + xs,...xm),s < m
(28)

m

According to Eq. (22), we have:
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\m—ì

(29)
n=0 v >

and the use of the identity (28) leads to:

\ \ ^ ) (30)

and more in general to:

x ì-

These last results complete the preliminary conclusions obtained in Ref. (10,11). Further
comments will be presented in the concluding section.

3. LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS

In this section we will apply the operational method to the derivation of new identities
concerning the Laguerre polynomials. According to the definition (12) we obtain:

\ (32)
s=0 v5^

and since (see eq. (11, 12)):

Dx Ln{x)-Dx ^ . ^

we end up with:
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J;)(^)!,!f
)W- (34)

5=0

Unlike the case of Hermite polynomials the structure of the multiplicative Laguerre
polynomial operator offers a wider flexibility. We note indeed that:

•+flrra (35)

which, after rearranging the formal identity as:

n f n V
L2n(x)=^J Px (}-2Dx )"~*{1} (36)

on accounting of the fact that:

yields:

feii *). (38)
s=0

By applying the same procedure we find:

i-D~l) (I-D;1) {I} =

(39)

s=0

and

\n(m-\)+s}\
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Before going further let us remind that new families of Laguerre polynomials have been

recently introduced, in particular

J

Ln(x;r,j) = D-'CL - D?)n{l] = n\% ^j'Kn.s)l. j<r, (41)
5=0

and

4 ? W ) = r(n + a +1) £ (n_sLiru-s+a+i) • (42)

5=0

According to these last definitions we find further forms for the identities (34) and (38). We
obtained indeed

5=0 "J

JT(-2)*r pJ%_s(w;2,0) = (43)
5=0 v^;

5=0

A fairly interesting by-product of the operational treatment of the Laguerre and Hermite
polynomials has been the possibility of framing the whole family of classical polynomials
(including Legendre, Jacobi ) into the more general context of quasi monomials, see. Refs.
(5,6,13). It has e.g. been shown that the formalism of the negative derivative operator allows
to write the Legendre polynomials by exploiting the form

5=0
ft-

2
n— ? ?

yn V

which reduces to the ordinary Legendre in the special case
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— p (l-X l±x\

-^lyyf
(45)

According we find also

D~pD~qux uy x v)= (n+p)\(n+q)l "« (46)

where

)'/-v
5=0

-s+q)ls\(s+p)l
(47)

and it is to be stressed that the polynomials R)f'q\x,y) are linked but do not reduce to the

Jacobi polynomials in the case RJf'q\^-,^).

By applying the operational definition (44) we find

_ (2n)!

5=0
(48)

5=0

Further examples will be discussed in the concluding section.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have so far dealt with families of polynomials characterized by a single index and
eventually by more than one variable. In this section we will outline the procedure to extend
the method to multi-index polynomials. The example we will consider are the incomplete two
index Hermite polynomials (5) defined by the series
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K«],

s=0 (49)

[m,n] = min(m,n)

and by the operational rules

-r^
(50)

which can also be exploited to derive the following Burchnall type relation

m n >m*n

The use of the above formulae and the fact that

~r1k) V«(X'^IT) (52)

yields

t 2 « n {_^)p+q 2

Further and deeper considerations on this aspect of the problem will be found in a
forthcoming investigation.

Before concluding this paper we will discuss further identities concerning a family of

Legendre-like polynomials^5'^), namely

2J y.. _.x.

s=o(n-2sV,s^ ^

reducing to the ordinary Legendre in the particular case
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(55)

The polynomials (54) are q.m. with multiplicative operator

M = y + 2Ù~1^. (56)

We can therefore derive identities of the following type

iLin^y) = n\ 1 7 ^ ? VfaZS&Ocy)) (57)
5=0

which is a consequence of the identity

(
r=0

Equation (57) can be reduced to a more compact form by noting that

[ml
1 t C^'ff W ( 5 9 )

This last identity to be compared with Eq. (34), offers the hint for the last comment of the
paper. It suggests indeed the question: how should be considered expressions of the type

(60)
5 = 0

It is not difficult to realize that they can be viewed as two index polynomials formally defined
by
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and with generating function

/n=0n=0
^ (62)

This result completes the goals of the present investigation.
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APPENDIX

Let us consider the exponential operator

where B, is a parameter and A, 5 operators such that

A,5J = A#-£A = £ (A.2)

with fc communiting with A and i?.

The decoupoling theorem for the exponential operator (A.I) can be proved as follows. By
keeping the derivative of both sides of (A. 1), with respect to £ we get

^ ^0=ì (A3)

by setting

S = e^Z, (A.4)

and by using the identity <3)

f (A.5)

we find

j - - L = {B-£,k)n"L (A.6)

which can be easily integrated. Thus getting in conclusion
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s+l • , (A.7)

In the particular case A=x and è = -fr Eq. (A.7) yields the identity (21).

Before proving the generalized Burchnall identity (22) we remind that the generating

functions of the mth Hermite polynomials are

(A.8)

n=0nl

We consider the operator

•\m—\
(A.9)

by multiplying both sides by ^-j and then by summing up, we get

n=0nl

The use of Eq. (A.7) provides the relation

« n y (m-2) mlytr+i gm-l-r
^ " ^ 1* ' I I S * \ t / . 4 X 4 feu "1 u

n=0nl

By noting that the r.h.s. of this last relation can be written as the product of two series

involving two m th Hermite polynomials (see eqs. (A.8)), we finally obtain
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Òn=l (?Wl
s=0

m\y

{m-\-r)\(r+\)\dxm-ì-r

\m-2

r=0

(A. 12)
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